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Abstract: In this essay, we, a professor and a student, share our experience of teaching and learning
in a class on Buddhism and cognitive science at George Washington University. Our goal is not to
argue for one approach over others, but to present a guide on this particular class experience. We
offer a description of the course and deliberate on the complexities related to the subject matter.
Using empirical data from a survey conducted after the commencement of the course, we reflect on
the strengths and weaknesses of the class and how it could improve. This essay provides a possible
template for other faculty members interested in teaching a similar course to extend the dialogue to a
new generation of young scholars.
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1. Introduction

Higher Education is undergoing significant transformation. A changing job market,
financial uncertainties, and the unknown aftermath of COVID-19 are changing our classes
and the students who take them. Students are under growing pressure to adapt to the
new market, which is becoming increasingly more technology and science oriented. While
science and technology advance at a staggering pace, we need the critical analysis of
the humanities and social sciences to question how we should use these technological
innovations, whether we need them, and who exactly they serve1. Of course, there is little
doubt that the humanities and social sciences remain urgently relevant to the challenges
of the 21st century. There are different ways to engage the students of tomorrow with
courses in these disciplines. This essay is about one such example: a course dedicated to
the dialogue between Buddhist thought and practice, and cognitive sciences. This dialogue
is both exciting and fraught with pitfalls. Many practitioners and scholars follow the
Dalai Lama and others, citing Buddhism as the “science of the mind” (Nyanaponika 1973,
pp. 23–24; Tsomo 2006; Jinpa 2017, see the preface and the Dalai Lama’s introduction), and
some see clear parallels between Buddhism and cognitive science (Waldron 2017). Yet,
others are quick to warn us that we should not confuse Buddhism with modern science
and that a conversation between the two is not as simple as some claim (McMahan 2008;
Faure 2012; Thompson 2020). The debate about the relationship between science and
religion, particularly between science and Buddhism, is multifaceted and nuanced. It has a
long and tumultuous history that involves colonial interests, cultural misunderstanding,
and, more recently, scientific fascination with Buddhist thought and practice.

We are not attempting to offer new insights about the dialogue here; others did so with
much-needed skill and care (Lopez 2009; Wallace 2009; Cho and Squier 2015). Instead, we
reflect on pedagogical considerations in an undergraduate course on Buddhism and science.
These considerations include questions about how to address common assumptions, such
as the authority of science in contemporary culture, how to highlight dynamics of power
between scientists and Buddhists, how to balance introducing students to the history of
the dialogue with actual case studies, and whose concerns we address with our choices of
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discussion topics. We base this essay on the experience of teaching and studying in a course
on Buddhism and cognitive science in the spring of 2020. The reality of the COVID-19
pandemic only compounded the difficulties of the subject matter, as we had to move to
remote learning. Yet, despite the complexities of the topic and the historic pandemic, it was
a gratifying experience. In this essay, we explore the challenges we faced and the benefits
of such an endeavor. Given the nature of the course, we limit the discussion to cognitive
science, but one could easily think about courses on Buddhism and modern physics, the
problem of time, or theories of causality. We describe how the course unfolded, the major
themes discussed, and the assignments used. Toward the end, we also reflect on how the
course could be improved. The paper is co-written by the instructor (Eyal Aviv, hereafter
EA) and a student in the course (Kaleigh Spires, hereafter KS). We hope that it provides a
broader perspective, from both sides of the lectern.

We argue that a key approach to making a course like this successful is to treat science
and Buddhism as equal partners in an ongoing dialogue. Robin Wall Kimmerer, a scientist
and Indigenous author, wrote, “There is a barrier of language and meaning between science
and traditional knowledge, different ways of knowing, different ways of communicating”
(Kimmerer 2015, p. 158). There are similar challenges in the languages, goals, and methods
between science and Buddhism. Instructors should resist the primacy that our culture
awards science and scientific findings. Students learn the most when they fully realize
the complexities of the dialogue, examine the underlying assumptions, and investigate
the philosophical building blocks of these two domains. They benefit from the realization
that these two ways of knowing share some important assumptions but diverge in other
meaningful ways. Finally, students must come to terms with their own underlying views
about the place of science and religion in modern society and how these two ways of
knowing should relate. Our goal here is not to advance a certain pedagogical approach
over another, but rather to present an overview of the principles we found useful when
teaching such a course—more precisely, what conclusions we reached from teaching and
learning the subject matter and what we observed in the process.

We begin with the structure of the course and the assignments. We then discuss the
complexities encountered. Finally, we consider what we have learned from students’
feedback and what could be improved. Throughout the paper, we will use data from a
survey that we circulated among the students roughly six months after completion of the
course. We received a response rate of 50% of class participants, which provided us another
means by which we analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of the pedagogical approaches
used during the course—when referring to data from the students, we mean the data that
came from this survey (see Appendix A).

2. Outline of the Course’s Content

The class started with a brief historical survey of how colonial fascination with Bud-
dhism led to its popularity in the West. Based on this foundation, the class moved to
sessions that examined five main themes: consciousness, self, Yogācāra’s constructivism,
emotions, and Buddhist meditation. We began the semester with the contours and com-
plexities of the science–Buddhism dialogue. It is common for many students to begin
the exploration with a naïve assumption that Buddhism and science agree about most
issues. This assumption is unsurprising, given the way Buddhism is often portrayed in our
public discourse (for example, Mullen 1998; Mitchell 2014). Many expect relief between
scientific insights and spiritual aspirations. Students today are more exposed to pressures
stemming from social media, while facing the challenges of unstable political and economic
realities and social unrest. Compared with previous generations, data show a rise in de-
pression and anxiety among college-age students (Beiter et al. 2015; Vannucci et al. 2017;
Duffy et al. 2019; Keles et al. 2020). Early in the semester, it is typical to hear a desire
to ease the contemporary morasses through Buddhist insights that are unavailable to
non-Buddhists. At least at first, the price of admission—namely challenging naturalis-
tic commitments or critiquing dominant consumer-capitalist ideology—is not on most
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students’ radars. To help students see these nuances, the instructor opened the semester
with a brief historical survey of how colonial fascination with Buddhism led to its future
popularity in the West. We also discussed why Europeans encountering Buddhism in the
19th century formed a unique understanding of the tradition. This form of Buddhism,
which McMahan (2008) famously called Buddhist Modernism, privileges the “rational”
and the rejection of the “superstitious”. The latter includes fundamental elements of what
make up the lived Buddhist experience, such as worship of deities, rituals, and healing. It
is Buddhist Modernism that serves as the point of encounter for many scientists, some of
whom see Buddhist Modernism as simply Buddhism.

We then discussed the emergence of the Mind and Life dialogue in 1987, where
philosophers, scientists, and respected Tibetan Buddhist teachers met with the Dalai Lama
to form a constructive dialogue to facilitate a process by which the two domains could
learn from one another. While many participants are enthusiastic about these meetings’
prospects and achievements, others are more cautious, citing a lack of tolerance for critical
opinions and in-group vs. out-group dynamics, among others (Thompson 2020, p. 11).
The readings included writings from Buddhist writers such as the Dalai Lama (2005) and
Thupten Jinpa (2010), who are constant participants in the mind and life dialogue. Both
the Dalai Lama and Thupten Jinpa presented nuanced accounts of the dialogue. Yet, it was
by reading the critical perspectives of Asaf Federman (Federman 2011) and Jay Garfield
(Garfield 2011) that the students learned for the first time about the complexity and the
history of the dialogue. Evan Thompson’s new book (2020) came up after the course
began. Still, it too can benefit the students and enrich their understanding of the complex
background of such dialogue (one could also consider McMahan 2008; Lopez 2009; among
others).

With the historical background in mind, we turned to the first theme: consciousness.
Consciousness was a natural theme to begin our semester-long conversation. It is of prime
importance to Buddhist philosophy and the tradition’s soteriological project. Conscious-
ness is also a hotly debated topic among contemporary philosophers of mind and cognitive
scientists. While these two domains’ goals may not overlap, cognitive scientists and Bud-
dhists find many ways to creatively explore the boundaries of what we can know about one
of the greatest mysteries of existence. When teaching a diverse group of students about the
topic, the instructor must be prepared for different familiarity levels with the subject matter.
We began with an introduction of how scholars understand consciousness by reading
Susan Blackmore’s book on the topic (Blackmore 2013). We also read the Lama’s (2005)
account in The Universe in a Single Atom. Students also read about the history of cognitive
science in the 20th century (Figdor 2018; Varela et al. 2016). To expose the students to
the prevalent physicalists and computational commitments of many cognitive scientists,
students read about the alternative embodied model, which criticizes “cognitivism” as
outlined by Varela, Thompson, and Rosch.

Discussing consciousness led us seamlessly to another shared concern, that of a “self”
or a “person”. Buddhists have a long history of doctrinal innovations and disputes about
the nature of the “self”. Cognitive scientists, psychologists, and contemporary philosophers,
for the most part, reject what Daniel Dennett called the Cartesian Theatre, or mind–body
dualism, where the mind serves as an ontological foundation. Buddhists rejected a similar
view predominant in India in the Buddha’s time—a position still dominant today. Ac-
cording to this view, the real self (ātman) is unchanging, deathless, and independently
existent. This substance self is just a manifestation of the ultimate reality (brahman). Western
philosophy and Buddhism seem to agree that we can explain the person much better as a
process, or, even better, as a set of interrelated processes. We will expand on the students’
challenge to understand and come to terms with this view of selfhood below. Inviting the
students into this complex dialogue started with introducing the numerous definitions
of the self (see Thompson 2020; Garfield, forthcoming). Next, we read Rupert Gethin’s
chapter six, which introduces the “self” in his book Foundations of Buddhism (Gethin 1998,
pp. 133–62) and Daniel Dennett’s (1992) The Self as a Center of Narrative Gravity. We then
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discussed the notion of self through different contemporary theories such as the predictive
processing framework (Seth and Tsakiris 2018) and self-dissolution cases either with DPDR
syndrome (Dreyfus 2019), psychedelics, or meditation. Finally, we tied it back to what we
learned about the Buddhist and cognitive science frameworks.

After warming up to the claim that the self is a construct, we considered the argument
that the world also results from fabrication. For the next five classes, we discussed the
Yogācāra school and contemporary thinkers such as Thomas Metzinger (Rothman and Met-
zinger 2018). He argued that our minds (in the contemporary’s case, our brains) construct
our experience through a dual model of a subject and an object. Yogācāra thinkers argued
along the same lines; they expanded the consciousness model to eight different parts, six of
which, the operative consciousnesses, co-arise with sense faculties and sense objects. The
manas creates a thick phenomenal sense of self and the ālaya or storehouse consciousness
serves as a subtle continuum of mental habituations and dispositions. Students noticed
again that there are agreements between claims that the Yogācāra traditions and contempo-
rary scholars posit. For example, Thomas Metzinger shares the Yogācāra traditional view
that the mind creates a self and world models, and that this duality is fabricated. However,
we also discussed the fact that contemporary scientists and non-Buddhist philosophers
tend to eschew the Buddhist soteriological goal. Furthermore, Buddhist philosophers
are critical of the physicalist commitments held by modern scholars, such as Metzinger.
Additionally, students read Vasubandhu’s Twenty Verses (Vim. śikā) and current scholars
such as Bill Waldron (2006) and Roy Tzohar (2017), and debated Yogācāra criticism of the
realist commitments that we see among contemporary scholars.

Our next topic was an extension of the Yogācāra constructive approach. We read How
Emotions are Made by Lisa Feldman Barrett, which offers a groundbreaking and controversial
theory of emotions. According to Barrett, there are no physical fingerprints for emotions.
Instead, they are concepts that emerge from the brain’s predictive mechanism and in
human embeddedness in a particular cultural and social environment (Barrett 2017). We
then discussed emotions in the Buddhist tradition (reading articles by Matthieu Ricard,
Alan Wallace, and Thupten Jinpa in Goleman 2004). We also analyzed how the concept
of emotion is a construct with a unique history. Once the students understood the history
of the “emotions” category, we noted that Buddhist analysis did not single out emotions
from other mental states. The emphasis was instead on a typology of skillful and unskillful
mental states for soteriological goals.

The final topic was the one that is bound to arise in any dialogue between science and
Buddhism: Buddhist meditation. The topic’s complexity could easily inform a semester-
long study. Students needed basic familiarity with the way modern Buddhists reshaped
Buddhist practices and how meditation evolved from pre-modern traditions. We dis-
cussed how Buddhists use meditative exercises as part of a religious life, which include
the cultivation of ethical comportment and the development of theoretical schemes in
which these practices make sense. To introduce students to the Buddhist theory of medita-
tion, we read Rupert Gethin’s chapter seven on meditation in his Foundations of Buddhism
(Gethin 1998, pp. 163–201). We then read articles by Bhikkhu Anālayo (2006), Andrew
Olendzki (2011), and Georges Dreyfus (2011) on how mindfulness evolved and transformed
from its traditional usage to the modern secular practices. Finally, we read about the scien-
tific approach to the study of meditation (Hölzel et al. 2011). The class discussed several
related topics, such as the explanatory gap between brain architecture and phenomenal
experiences. We also discussed methodological challenges such as different terms and
typologies between scientists and Buddhist practitioners—more of the complexities of
teaching meditation below. In the last class, we summarized the semester’s journey and
reiterated several themes mentioned above that came up repeatedly.

3. Assignments

Assessment in the course was divided into four components. Twenty percent of
the grade was based on attendance and active participation. Some students find active
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participation challenging. To help mitigate the growing anxiety among students to par-
ticipate in class, the instructor could consider alternative models of engagement such as
one-on-one conversations with the instructor, blog posts, or responses to peers’ reflections
asynchronically. The reality of remote-learning made students’ participation more chal-
lenging. Diversifying the ways that students can participate in the course could mitigate
participation anxiety. These methods will be a part of this course in the future.

Twenty percent of the grade was based on class presentations and pre-class reflections,
which were posted on a discussion board prior to each class meeting. Reflections were used
to help students creatively explore areas of interest and develop skills such as critical think-
ing, close reading, and analytical writing. Mostly, the goal was to create an environment
for a rich conversation among students themselves; there was no expectation of particular
forms and content and students were given credit for participation. The second part of the
class participation consisted of what we called, “the co-pilot program”. The idea was that
students would present the reading for the day’s class. At the beginning of the semester,
the instructor explained that he would call on students randomly and that they should be
ready to present. If, for some reason, they were not prepared, they could write beforehand,
and the instructor would skip their name on that date. According to our survey, it was not
very popular with students for the same reason that it was effective. It made students read
the assigned texts and take notes. While getting students to read is a universal challenge,
it is crucial in a course like this where students from the humanities are asked to read
scientific articles and all students face the challenge of reading Buddhist philosophical
primary and secondary sources. As a student, KS thought this method was particularly
effective because it encouraged a more careful examination of each text’s underlying argu-
ments. More specifically, she found that approaching class each day prepared to present on
the readings led to a more informed classroom discussion. The co-pilot method allowed
students to hone their public speaking skills and helped the instructor to assess the clarity
of the readings. The presenters were evaluated for their engagement level with the text,
their ability to present it to the class, and their preparedness to answer clarifying questions.

An additional twenty-five percent of the grade was based on a short paper of four
or five pages. The paper assignment included a choice between three prompts. The first
prompt was about the history of the dialogue between Buddhism and science. The next
explored debates about the nature of consciousness. The third prompt asked about simi-
larities and differences between two constructivist theories: the Yogācāra and predictive
processing. Students were graded based on a rubric that assessed their ability to formulate
an original thesis, support it with arguments, and present adequate evidence. To prepare
for the assignment, the class spent part of a meeting discussing writing expectations.

The final project (thirty-five percent of the grade) was a twelve- to fifteen-page project
of the student’s choice, based on personal interests related to the class subject matter. The
assignment was assessed based on a rubric given to the students beforehand. In the next
course, the plan is to introduce other modalities for a final project, such as a video, a
podcast, or a co-written project. With the rise of accessible means of video shooting and
processing, there is little reason not to allow more visual or auditory projects, as long as the
expectations are clear and the critical dimension is preserved. It would be helpful if the
instructor could offer assistance or, alternately, that the university had a special department
that could provide technical support.

4. Complexities

In the introductory part of the semester, we covered, among other themes, the emer-
gence of Buddhist Modernism. We read an example of how Western authors write about
Buddhist Modernism as if it is the essence of the Buddhist tradition. In his best-seller Why
Buddhism is True, author Robert Wright defined his kind of “Buddhism”: “The people I’m
thinking about are what you might call Western Buddhists, people in the United States
and other Western countries who, for the most part, didn’t grow up Buddhist but at some
point adopted Buddhism. At least they adopted a version of Buddhism, a version that had
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been stripped of some supernatural elements typically found in Asian Buddhism, such as
belief in reincarnation and in various deities. This Western Buddhism centers on the part
of Buddhist practice that in Asia is more common among monks than among laypeople:
meditation, along with immersion in Buddhist philosophy”. (Wright 2017, p. 2). At least
20% of our students concurred with this sentiment and stated that one of their assumptions
before taking the class was that “Buddhism is a more rational religion”. Wright’s definition
explicitly excludes the majority of Buddhists in and out of Asia, who consider reincarnation,
karma, or the belief in deities’ power to be essential parts of Buddhist teaching. The percep-
tion created by Buddhist Modernism is accepted by many students. Its unique evolution
is tailored to the “petty anxieties and deep spiritual illnesses of the consumer-oriented,
psychically fragmented, and hypertensively stressful lifestyles of the global middle class”
(McMahan 2008, p. 217). Anxieties and depressions are no longer the diseases of the middle
class alone. Many professors see students afflicted with the ills of our fragmented society
come to class with a desire to find solutions to their sufferings, while still participating in
the consumerist market economy. When asked, what were your assumptions about Bud-
dhism before the course? Forty percent of the students answered that “Buddhism is famous
for helping reduce stress and anxiety”. Twenty-six percent of the students took the course
because they were hoping to find solutions to stress and anxiety issues. Before the class, KS
had some exposure to Buddhism through multiple courses. She found that the concept of
Buddhist Modernism helped her understand the discrepancies between what she learned
about Buddhist traditions and how mainstream culture and media represent Buddhism.

Partially due to the interest in mitigating symptoms of anxiety, depression, and other
modern mental health challenges, students are interested in Buddhist meditation. Indeed,
meditation is one aspect of Buddhist Modernism that is the focus of interest for both schol-
ars and students. For many today, Buddhist meditation is synonymous with mindfulness.
The reduction of Buddhist contemplative traditions into mindfulness training itself has a
complex historical background (Shaw 2020) that was beyond what we could cover in the
course. As McMahan noted, for many “[i]n today’s lay-oriented Buddhist environments,
mindfulness is a tool for bringing greater awareness, skill, and appreciation to every aspect
of life, not only personal but also family, public, and political life” (McMahan 2008, p. 216).
Evan Thompson refers to the public fascination and commodification of Buddhist med-
itation as “mindfulness mania” (Thompson 2020, p. 98). It is important for students to
be sensitive to the ways by which traditional practices are used to fit—and sometimes
to serve—our consumerist societies. Students should be aware of the risks of harnessing
meditative practices to distract from our social and economic ills and how scientific studies
of meditation may enhance the credibility of the “mindfulness mania”.

Many students who came to our class assumed, like Wright, that Buddhism has a
special affinity with science and reason. While they did not think that Buddhism was a
scientific religion, 73% thought that there were overlaps between the two. While some
students wished to hear that Buddhism somehow gave meaning to scientific theories
or that scientific studies vindicated Buddhism, our goal was to create a space in which
similarities were identified and differences were acknowledged. The pedagogical drive
was to raise questions about students’ assumptions and highlight the dynamic, challenging,
and continuous nature of the dialogue between Buddhism and science. The goal was to
encourage students to get out of their cultural comfort zones and be open to the different
ways of knowing and meaning making.

Meditation is a promising area of study that has attracted a lot of attention; it is
the reason that Buddhism has garnered significant curiosity from the general public,
faculty, and students. Our course acknowledged this important dimension of the dialogue
by dedicating a section to meditation and scientific studies of the topic. In the modern
period, some Buddhist Modernizers opened these practices to laypeople (McMahan 2008;
Braun 2013). Meditative exercises were then simplified and adapted to the everyday needs
of non-monastics. Scientists who study meditation learned about these techniques mostly
in secular contexts, much like many of our students. However, the history and meaning of
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these contemplative practices are crucial to students’ understanding of how the dialogue
unfolds. This means that when we approach the topic in the classroom, we need to be
aware that there are many dimensions to this type of research that students may not
have considered. As aforementioned, Buddhist meditation is not a detachable factor from
the Buddhist tradition as a whole. At least, this proposition should be problematized
in the classroom. These contemplative practices exist within a nexus of philosophical
assumptions and ethical commitments. The world of meditation encompasses a wide
variety of techniques, as meditation is not a singular practice. Because of this need for
more theoretical rigor, prior meditation research tended to be methodologically lacking.
Recent research developments do address issues such as definitions, study design, and
outcomes (e.g., Dunne 2015; Van Dam et al. 2018). Additionally, the Buddhist tradition’s
vocabulary is very different from the language that scientists employ. These are all aspects
that students should learn about in order to appreciate the complexity of the topic.

Meditation is closely tied to another crucial consideration: most cognitive scientists,
Buddhist Modernists, and those sympathetic to Buddhism are committed to scientific
physicalism (See, for example, Metzinger 2009; Flanagan 2011 or Wright 2017). This
commitment is shared by many modern students. Instructors need to sensitively address
the fact that both science and Buddhism come with metaphysical commitments. There is a
diversity of ontologies, even among scientists and different Buddhist schools. Cognitive
scientists are excited to explore meditation as a promising area of scientific inquiry—one
that can reveal critical dimensions of human consciousness, brain process, and, potentially,
therapeutic intervention to prevent and heal physical and mental disorders. Mitigating the
mental health crisis and assisting with physical pains are noble projects, but they, too, must
be critically examined for their historical context and implicit assumptions.

For most of our students, accepting scientific realism is not a huge challenge. At
least in our course, many students felt comfortable enough with physicalism, and the
notion that material things exist in the real world. Yet, it was essential to clarify that, in
the words of the Dalai Lama, “the view that all mental processes are necessarily physical
processes is a metaphysical assumption, not a scientific fact” (Dalai Lama 2005, p. 128).
While the course’s premise is that Buddhism and the cognitive sciences are equal partners
in a conversation, we should acknowledge that scientific realism is predominant in our
cultures and classrooms for many of our students.

On the other hand, for many who are not familiar with the tradition, Buddhist meta-
physical commitments would be either something that needs to be “translated” into modern
terms, tolerated as necessary baggage to Buddhism’s goods, or rejected. Generally, students
felt comfortable with karma as a causal process. If one takes care of her teeth now, she will
enjoy healthy dental conditions down the road. However, much like Buddhist Modernists,
students were wary of karma as a moral framework where actions create similar moral
kinds of results. Positive actions produce positive results, negative actions, negative results,
etc. As expected, for most students, the conceptual continuity between the theory of karma
and rebirth was foreign. Getting students to think outside of their cultural boxes is an
essential part of their participation in the dialogue. There is nothing unusual about their
hesitancy. It is just vital to make it explicit in class discussion.

No less crucial for the students’ understanding was the connection between karma,
morality, rebirth, and Buddhism’s ultimate soteriological goal. The difference between the
goals of cognitive scientists and Buddhist philosophers and practitioners came up repeat-
edly. In general, cognitive scientists are committed to the scientific pursuit of knowledge.
For most of them, understanding the brain and consciousness is an end goal in and of itself.
In addition, many researchers look for practical applications, especially in the domain of
mental health. On the other hand, Buddhists’ attempts to understand the mind are often
tied to their soteriological goals. The differences between the two cultures became apparent
quite early in the semester and repeatedly surfaced while discussing each topic.

Perhaps the most challenging Buddhist doctrine is, unsurprisingly, the doctrine of
anātman, or non-self. Buddhists famously argued that there is no permanent underlying
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substance that accounts for the seeming unity of experience; instead, the theory holds
that humans are composed of five constantly changing aggregated processes (skandhas).
For Buddhists, non-self is essential for assumptions such as rebirth, and it is inseparably
tied to their soteriological goal. Most students are dualists by default. Many students
find the concept of the substantive self too central to relinquish; this can pose an issue in
the classroom as students may feel confused or even frustrated with the topic. To add
another layer of complexity, both cognitive scientists and Buddhists define the notion of
self differently and have diverse interpretations of what constitutes a lack of self even
within their respective domains. Instructors should be prepared for the confusion that this
particular Buddhist teaching poses, anticipate some level of discomfort and resistance by
students, and explain what motivates the Buddhist rejection of substance self.

A class on religion and science will likely attract students from diverse academic
backgrounds. Our class had students equally represented from roughly ten different majors,
including neuroscience, psychology, philosophy, and religious studies. International affairs
was the only overrepresented major. Given the general distribution of majors in our
institution, this is not surprising. Not all students are unfamiliar with the concept of
non-self. Some students majoring in neuroscience, psychology, or philosophy may have
already been familiar with a version of non-self theory. At least, these students needed little
introduction. As a philosophy student, KS read Daniel Dennett’s Explaining Consciousness
in a class on the philosophy of mind. Dennett significantly shifted her views on the self. In
addition, she already had some familiarity with Buddhist teachings through another class.
Interestingly, although she did start the course with some background knowledge on the
subject matter, she still found the concept of non-self “particularly tricky”. In conversation
with classmates, she also found that many of her classmates with dualist assumptions had
a much harder time. In the future, EA is planning to introduce an analytical meditation
exercise where the students will try to locate the experience of the subject and note the
fluidity, change, and interdependence that give rise to the experience of a self.

We have discussed the centrality of science in our culture. While we think that it
is crucial to create a dialogue where Buddhist insights are not validated prima facie by
scientific truths, these assumptions were helpful when explaining the non-self doctrine. It
is not an exaggeration to say that many philosophers of mind and cognitive scientists accept
some versions of non-self (Metzinger 2009; Churchland 2013; Nour et al. 2016). Students
tended to better understand the Buddhist position when presented with modern scientific
terms rather than traditional Buddhist ones. Once students learned some scientific theories
about selfhood, it was easier for them to understand the Buddhist position. This is not to
say that all philosophers of mind or cognitive scientists agree with the Buddhist position.
During our class and in students’ assignments, we also discussed dissenting opinions such
as Carol Dicey Jennings’ arguments for the existence of a substance-self (Jennings 2017).
Next time, the plan is to add Evan Thompson’s case against the non-self theory (2020).
These views helped students understand that, while there is a seeming tendency among
Buddhists and cognitive scientists to question the existence of the self, the methods by
which thinkers examine whether the self exists still generate fierce debates today, as they
did in ancient India.

A word of caution is in order. The complicated history and array of different ontologies
can be overwhelming and disappointing for the students who come to class hoping to
find solutions to existential issues or mental health challenges. On the one hand, we
should teach students about the complexities of Buddhist realities, the historical nexus
in which the tradition evolves, and the doctrinal context that, at times, can be foreign to
many of them. At the same time, overreliance on a deconstructive approach may alienate
some students (Reynolds 2001, pp. 11–12). We believe that classroom instructors should
strike a delicate balance between a critical study and a sympathetic understanding of their
students’ aspirations. How to strike that balance, of course, depends on the students and
the instructor’s pedagogical approach.
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5. Feedback from Students and Plans for Next Time

In the following paragraphs, we would like to present tentative conclusions about our
spring of 2020 course. Though these conclusions necessarily represent the realities of the
students in this particular class, we could potentially offer some suggestions to others who
wish to teach a similar course.

First, students who take the course are interested in a cross-cultural dialogue between
science and Buddhism. More than 50% of our students were interested mainly in Buddhism,
while 27% were interested primarily in cognitive sciences. This interest may result from
the tendency to see Buddhism as a rational and science-friendly religion that can help with
practical everyday life challenges.

How then should we strike the right balance between Buddhism and the sciences? EA
tried to divide the amount of attention equally between both domains of Buddhism and
cognitive sciences. 80% thought that the balance was right, 13% thought it was skewed
toward Buddhism, and 7% toward sciences. The thematic approach was universally
popular, with 100% of the students indicating that this was the right approach. While
93% of the students argued that their learning style was accommodated, we think that
more could be done. One area already indicated above is a diversity of possible final
projects. Another crucial change is adding more active learning exercises—93% of the
students indicated strong support for group projects. These additions will inevitably cut
down on the number of themes the instructor could cover but would coordinate with other
students’ feedback.

Both cognitive science and Buddhist philosophies are demanding domains, and
students indicated that they were “overwhelmed” by the readings that “felt difficult” and
“incredibly long and dense”. As such, we heard a loud and clear message asking us to, in
the words of Ellen Davis et al. (1994), “teach less, teach better”. Some teachers may prefer
to employ different strategies to increase the volume of content covered. However, for us,
the feedback from students was clear: adding more would have resulted in diminishing
return. Students indicated breakout groups and group presentations as the kind of activities
that are most beneficial. Group presentation should be weighed against the benefit of the
co-pilot method. Both have pros and cons. Breakup groups are helpful, especially if there
are clear micro-tasks for students to accomplish and then share with the class. If done well,
these groups can clarify challenges in the readings and help students feel more comfortable
with each other. In an online environment, similar groups, such as Zoom’s breakout groups,
can provide similar benefits.

6. Conclusions

The Spring 2020 course on Buddhism and cognitive science was undoubtedly one
of EA’s most demanding. For KS, it was a welcome challenge, and a very gratifying
experience. The two domains share many areas of agreement as well as areas of divergence,
which make for fascinating class discussions. They also provide fertile ground for dialogue
and cross-disciplinary collaborations.

Should you consider such a course, it is helpful to be aware that this is a herculean
undertaking. One must develop a good grasp of both domains and then teach them
effectively to students who may not have a background in one or either of the two traditions.

Context is critical, and our advice would be to introduce the students early to the his-
tory of the Buddhist–cognitive science dialogue. Depending on the students’ background in
your course, teaching the fundamentals of Buddhism and cognitive sciences is also crucial.
With everybody more or less on the same page, the rest of the course could go in several
directions. A thematic approach worked for our class, but it is not the only option. You may
want to experiment with other alternatives: historical, an in-depth theme that runs through
the whole semester, etc. With dialogue at the center, instructors could develop creative
ways to extend the conversations from the Dalai Lama’s residence in India or labs across the
globe to their classrooms and turn them into a ground for students’ engagement. Students
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reacted well to the technical language of both domains, but instructors should remember
to go easy and prioritize depth and comprehension over the breadth of material covered.

As the Mind and Life dialogue demonstrates, there is substantial potential for long-
term cross-fertilization among the domains. As noted, some areas deserve scrutiny and
transparency throughout the semester: a sense of superiority on either side, a terminological
gap, implicit metaphysical assumptions, and a colonialist history. Yet, in our uncertain
times, there is also a hunger to harness the best of what science offers us with old and rich
systems of knowledge. We shared a palpable enthusiasm for the topic in our classroom.
For some, we hope that the seeds that were sown may ripen to projects that will expand
the frontier of our understanding of consciousness—of what makes us who we are and
what could make us into more compassionate, caring, and thriving human beings.
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Appendix A

15/30 students replied to the survey.
Before you enrolled:

1. How did you see the relationship between science and Buddhism before class?

1. Buddhism is a religion. Science is an entirely different project.
2. Buddhism and science have some overlap, but also some differences.
3. Buddhism is a scientific religion
4. Other, please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2. What were your assumptions about Buddhism before the course?

1. I did not know much about Buddhism.
2. Buddhism is famous for helping reduce stress and anxiety.
3. Buddhism is a more rational religion.
4. Other, please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

3. What is your major? If you have not declared, what is your primary area of interest at
this point?

4. What made you take the class?

1. I am interested in Buddhism or religion in general and thought that dialogue
with science is fascinating.

2. I am interested in cognitive science but thought that dialogue with religion
is fascinating.
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3. I was hoping to find a solution for personal issues such as depression or anxiety.
4. Other, please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

During class:

1. Did you feel that there was a balance between science and Buddhism in the class or
was it skewed toward one of the traditions?

1. Skewed toward science
2. Skewed toward Buddhism
3. Well balanced
4. Other, please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2. Do you feel the thematic approach was useful (we covered science/Buddhism dia-
logue, consciousness, constructivism, meditation, to name a few)? Do you think a
more historical approach would be useful?

a. Appropriate
b. Not appropriate
c. Other (please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

3. Was your learning style accommodated within the class design?

a. Yes
b. No, please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

Reflections after class:

1. Did it change your views on Buddhism? Did it change your perspective on Science?

1. Yes, please explain:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2. No, please explain:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

2. Would active learning exercise (break-out groups, group presentations, co-pilot) serve
you throughout the semester?

a. Yes, examples:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

b. No
c. Other, please explain:

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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3. Suggestions for improvements? (More Buddhism? more historical context?
More science?)

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Notes
1 A recent article in the Washington Post described how new technology changes our lives. It featured the new Halo

smart band from Amazon. The reviewers concluded “The Halo collects the most intimate information we’ve seen
from a consumer health gadget—and makes the absolute least use of it. This wearable technology is much better at
helping Amazon gather data than at helping you get healthy and happy” (Fowler and Kelly 2020).
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